Participation Now!
Citizenship Education and Democracy in Times of Change

21 - 24 November 2012
Córdoba, Spain

NECE Focus Group: Exchange between Europe and North Africa

Collection of Moderation Cards

Points of general importance

- Match making structures
- keep in mind interaction between different kind of NGOs
- Focus on real exchange!
- Include governmental organisations!

Collection of existing co-operations and plans: What is already going on?

Spring 2013
Conference on "Civic Education" in Cairo
(Tahrir Lounge/Goethe-Institut)

2013
Conference on "Good Governance" in Cairo
(Tahrir Lounge/Goethe-Institut)

Gear: Network of NGO'S in Egypt

2012/2013
"Cultural Innovators Network"
MENA Region/Southern Europe

Theodor Heuss-Kolleg, Egypt
Bosch-Foundation

Platform for NGO's
AL-Foundation

- reform of justice (participation in this process).
- Visiting Prisons and Reports on this Situation
- translation of the principles of the constitution in Laws (in the penal Lam) with assistance
the International Human Rights
- Visiting of schools: giving good information on the basic idea of Human Rights
- Democracy related issues
- Dialogue within the society
- (Secular/ Muslim Brothers (Salafi)
- Good Governance
- Youth Exchanges/ Trainings
- Woman Education / Political Participation
- Awareness Raising on Political Issues

→ Youth exchange
→ Freedom of speech
→ Freedom of expression
→ Creative Text Writing Workshops
→ Egypt, Palestine, Germany

**Collection of Needs**

Motivation/Information

Project Management and Evaluation

Structures + Professionalisation

NGO's on the countryside

How to teach HRE

Smaller size meeting

Civil Society ↔ Government

How to support activities

Database

Participative democracy

Exchange with HRE-Institutions

Empowerment of Civil Society

Networking Mediterranean Citizenship Education

Basic Information → CE

Networking NGO's & across borders

NACE – Networking Arabic Citizenship Education + invite others

→ exchange opportunities + tools

visibility/ co-ordinations

Election/Voter’s education
- Political awareness
- Constitutional awareness
- Citizenship
- Group of pressure
- Leadership